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 With the growing social trend and increasing human demand for cryptocurrency
trading, exchange of technology products created by computer algorithms, built
on Block chain platform private and cross-platform smart contracts
 In order not to miss the trend and meet the future needs of people around the
world for the buying and selling of digital currencies, and technology products
created with computer algorithms, we built EXNET24. Meet the maximum of
those needs and EXNET24 invests in building the maximum security platform
and acts as an arbitrator to ensure the highest security of transaction contracts.
After each successful transaction, the transaction fees will be Exnet24's source of
income,
 As the administrator and maintainer of the exnet24.net trading platform, the
management, operation and development team have made great strides to prepare
for great success in the future, From Love The actual shape of the market and the
needs of investors. We decide to issue a token named EXN (EXN token), EXN
token will be used to calculate transaction fees on exnet24. net in addition, we
have been working to communicate with the community using an airdrop to get
everyone acquainted with all the features of the EXN token,


We also planned to sell the ICO for the first time and will post Listed publicly
on reputable exchanges. The proceeds from the ICO sale program will be
invested in the security technology platform and utility application on
exnet24.net, to meet the maximum demand. partners and customers to cooperate
with exnet24.net



We will use tokens as Exnet24's future e-securities proofs, so capturing the
opportunity to own an EXN (EXN) token can be given to the owner (EXN). a
huge amount of profit with the management and development team!



We issue 1,000,000,000 one-time EXN built for circulation on Tron smart
Chain's TRC20 platform, as this is a highly applicable, transparent and secure
contract as well as many utility applications in the future. Currently the EXN can
be stored directly on Tronscan.io and all wallets with an application that supports
the storage of Tron smart Chain tokens, we choose the TRC20 platform to build
the EXN for this network. With extremely fast turnaround speed, developer Tron
smart chain also constantly upgrades and expands utility applications, develops
reputable affiliate partners, extremely low circulation fees and many wallet
platform developers. Support safe and convenient storage and storage with
products built on the Tron smart Chain platform!



We have also planned to expand the partner ecosystem using EXN as a medium
of exchange in Betting Games, Video Games, using EXN as a tool to accumulate
business experience points and supermarkets. By earning points to redeem
promotional products of equivalent value.
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program, 40% is used for sale ICO, 5% will be divided among the first members
to register for a trading account on exchange.exnet24.net, 10% will be used as a
market balancing fund, avoiding speculative price manipulation from affecting
the value of EXN, 5% will be used as a customer support fund in the bonus
payout, staking, lending and charity plan.



In the next phase we will expand our trading partners using EXN to exchange
many high liquidity currency pairs on the most reputable and popular partner
exchanges in the market. enhancing the value of EXN preparing for the most
1/ secure wallet
Existing EXN wallets are stored on the available charging platforms of the Tron
Smart Chain ecosystem which are very secure and convenient for storage,
exchange, and liquidity.
2/ complete protection
You just need to use wallets that integrate Tron Smart Chain platform set your
desired security and add EXN token code, so you can store and trade EXN easily.
3/ Analysis and planning
EXN is a token issued by exnet24, you can buy EXN and then store or exchange
EXN to increase cash value, you can also use it as a means of payment with
exnet24 ecosystem and future payment affiliates
4/ Investment Project
Our goal is to build crypto exchange platform value, storage wallet service,
deposit and loan service. In the future, EXN can be used for payment and
development to become an electronic share of Exnet24. This you absolutely have
the right to hope to make a huge profit from the growth value of EXN, if you
quickly hold yourself a certain amount of EXN and keep with you.
5/ Trading Platform
We are building a secure and multifunctional trading platform to protect partner
and client assets while accessing the safest trading or storing digital assets at
exnet24. Resists cryptocurrency attacks and steals that some other exchanges
have encountered in the past, giving customers absolute peace of mind and trust.
6/ Buying and Selling coins
We are in the process of finalizing the contract document so that EXN Token can
be listed and traded on top reputable cryptocurrency exchanges right after the end
of the EXN token sale plan. Expand our outreach to the community. Help
increase the EXN exchange value and increase the intrinsic value of Exnet24 to
bring profit to customers in the early stage and meet the maximum liquidity needs

of EXN tokens, while continuing the payment service EXN tokens in the affiliate
ecosystem.
7/ Distribution of tokens
Follow what we announce and quickly own a certain amount of EXN Token to
be able to enjoy the value that EXN brings in the future.
• We provide a roadmap and detailed plan for each stage of development that has
been developed

 important turning point is direct linkage with the banking system and investment
fund institutions with the aim of bringing EXN on a reputable and reputable stock
exchange in the world,


All information about exnet24.net and EXN Token (EXN)
You can see more on the official website https://exnet24.net and
https://token.exnet24.net
We will provide a roadmap and detailed plan for each stage, we will also
regularly import the latest information of exnet24, EXN token, new affiliate
partners, provide customers with the fastest information. on the business market
to help customers achieve the earliest efficiency, increasing profits every day.



We would like to thank partners, customers who have come to our organization,
we would like to congratulate investors, partners, customers who have been, are
and will be holding some of the most EXN in their hands. concentration. Will
share benefits with us in the future!

 Wishing success and wealth with exnet24!
EXNET24 Development Team!

